
RPS Subcommittee Meeting #4
11.04.21
Attendees: Karl Lewis, John Guttridge, Luca Maurer, Ducson Nguyen, Neisha Butler, Deanna
Carrithers, Tracie Keesee, Emma Decker
Reviewing the homework - anything you thought was missing or any questions you have
about the homework

●
○ For certain things that happen police officers are not held accountable is the

public view - want to know how true that is
○ How do you contribute to City Council to discuss these policies
○ Lack of agency on the community side

■ Authority is one directional & that impacts how the community sees the
police

○ Tracie - follow up questions
■ Interest understand the process - process and whether or not they are

being held accountable and how does the community get updated on
accountability

○
■ Is there a way for community information
■ A high level understanding of what is going on in police departments

●
○ I have a perception that some folx in some communities would like to know some

demographic information on everything
■ Related but separate - question not just if demographic data is collected

but how
● Things that look straightforward but are not

■ I wonder if there is data about this - some folx in some communities have
more interactions with police and is there data on that

● Tracie
○ Drivers license not matching, and police perspective and not asking

● Tracie
○ Data was never thought of around traffic stops not just the why but what were the

outcomes
○ Not just the straight forward, but what is it are we really trying to answer
○ Not just are the stops disproportionate but what are the outcomes
○ Keeping ourselves open for that kind of analysis and how to use data in very

specific ways
■ Tell multiple stories with that data
■ The data has to be collected and who is doing the collecting
■ The process - at what engagement points do PO’s collect data -

some are legal
● What are those touchpoints
● Methods & How data collected
● Punitive measures - data about being held accountable
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○ Data sets (IA) is that made public on PO’s
● Pedestrian stops as well- how and why and where that information

is going
○ Matrix - Data presentation

■ 1st thing they are asking - ask on the 911 call data
● Top 10 - what are the community asking of IPD tiered list
● The amount of time spent on certain call types

○ When I call how long it takes you to get here and when you
get here what happens

● Week- weekend, morning, noon, night, M-F
○ Time of day, type of call

■ How long does it take for an IPD person or person non sworn to write up
a report

● We will go through the report process
● If an officer takes out of service - how long does that usually take

○ What is not being answered? What is missing?
●

○ I appreciate that article on traffic stop being shared- this was the biggest gap
civilians and officers

○ Big gap
●

○ Similar to  I am looking forward to reading the article
●

○ Anecdote
■ The variation for the reason people call the police
■ It never occurred to me that if someone is prowling around the house I

can call the police
■ It is really interesting to see all the reasons people call the police

● How do you rate performance and what does that data set look like
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